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And He answered and said to them, "Have you not read that He who
made them at the beginning 'made them male and female,' and said,
'For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother and be
joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh'? So then, they
are no longer two but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined
together, let not man separate." Matthew 19:4-6
Two persons should become absolutely one through pure love. No
one can fulfill this by himself. Man and woman are two beings, so
how can they become one absolute being? The basis for absolute
family which is a model of absoluteness, peace and ideal is none else
than sexual organs of man and woman.
We cannot make a final solution to the fundamental issues of the universe without referring to sexual
organs. That's how precious they are. You all - men and women - have them. Things like free sex or
homosexuality must be shattered into pieces, buried, extinguished in the world of heavenly law. People
born in such a lineage are scary. But how do we return to the original state?
God's main attributes are absoluteness, uniqueness, eternity and immutability. There is nothing higher to
aspire for than absolute spouses, peaceful spouses and ideal spouses.
The lineage was changed because of the Fall. It was the same as if some bandit kidnapped the bride right
at the wedding ceremony and she later gave birth to his children.
SMM, Absolute Sex is Important, March 7, 2007, CheonJeong Peace Palace
Dear
Since the 2nd King and Queen are driving out to Las Vegas where we will celebrate God's Day and the
100th Anniversary of True Father's birth, a video of a very deep and meaningful talk that Hyung Jin Nim
and Yeonah Nim gave on January 30, 2013 was shown. Here are some of the key themes:
The main issue is the ownership of the sexual organs. Satan invaded the lineage through their misuse, but
God will reclaim the lineage through their intended use.

DIVIDING LINE between Heaven and Hell (Sunday Service 1/19/2020)
They spoke about the need for repentance. Even if we have not committed such sins as murder, theft or
adultery we have committed other sins. Yeonah Nim confessed that there were times that she resented

God. Father gave a prophecy to her parents that they would give birth to a great military general, but they
had 3 daughters and a son who had brain damage at his birth. When True Father asked her to give her
testimony, she confessed that at times she had resentment towards him because of this false prophecy. But
he said "who says a war general has to be a man? A woman can be a great war general, too!" With those
words her resentment melted.
Hyung Jin Nim explained that repentance is not about hating yourself for your sins. Then your focus is
still on yourself. Acknowledge your insufficiency, but then glorify God. Father said that if you have an
empty cup then God can pour in His grace.
This does not mean we should take God's forgiveness for granted and think we can keep on sinning. That
would be like peeing on someone, apologizing, and then doing it again. We would not do that to another
human being, but God is more precious than any human being and yet many keep on abusing Him.

We should not be legalists like the Pharisees. Then we would be like Satan who also was proud of his
intellect and accomplishments and looked down on Adam and Eve.
Hyung Jin Nim confessed that he realized that he also had sin, that there were times that he resented
and doubted God. He never murdered anyone, but there were times when he threw God's heart over a
cliff. We should not look down on those whom God in His grace chooses to forgive, but just say "God is
great!"
Many of us did not take True Father's Absolute Sex teaching seriously, or were ashamed and
embarrassed when he spoke about this topic.
Yeonah Nim said many brothers and sisters feel judged by the discussion of Absolute Sex since their
marital relationship and intimacy were far away from that standard. But even though we are not perfect
now, we can make one step forward and God will add His blessing to take us two steps more.
Hyung Jin Nim asked "what is our heroic mission?" Advocates of "Bad Sex" believe they will stop AIDS
and save the world through promoting "Sexual Rights" and condom education. All of us want to think that
we have a heroic purpose, but what is it?

We say we will accomplish "world peace" but how? We will establish God's Kingdom through
practicing Absolute Good Sex. Men who focus on making their wives happy are healthier, happier and
make more income. When couples are fulfilled with each other they are also giving joy to God.
"Living with your enemy" is marital torture. Many in that situation have no hope. But if that relationship
is healed by God and improves, then your relationship changes from hell to heaven.
Yeonah Nim said that several sisters have approached her, saying "I don't think about sex all the time,"
but women love romantic stories which in the end always culminate in sexual union of the lovers. So

ultimately women are also thinking about sex.
Having a good sex marriage gives joy to God, to your family and the community. Countries in which
the majority practice bad sex are committing demographic suicide since those couples have no
commitment to each other or to any offspring created through their "bad sex." That is why so many
destroy their unborn children through abortion or if the babies survive the birth process, they are
abandoned or neglected, instead of being cherished as precious gifts from God.
FFWPU Teaches What Hak Ja Han WILL NOT
After we finished watching the video, I asked, 'Who do you want to follow? Someone who is demanding
that you worship them, like the Only Begotten Daughter, or someone who is humbly willing to confess
their faults?"
Several FFWPU brothers were angry with me for reporting that the Han Mother is teaching that greed
caused the Fall. They say that while the act was misuse of sex, greed was a motivation for the Fall.

Actually, I agree. You could say that resentment, pride, excessive desire or greed were motivations that
caused the Fall, but the act was the misuse of sexual love. These Family Fed brothers are willing to
teach what Hak Ja Han is not willing to teach- the sexual act through which the Fall occurred. But
that only makes Satan happy since he then gets to keep on hiding his crime while the human race
continues to be deceived and suffer under his dominion. If America and other nations do not know and
practice Good Sex, their future will be dark.
Instead of being happy that Hyung Jin Nim and Yeonah Nim were speaking about Father's teaching, the
Han mother was angry and insisted that they stop teaching about it immediately. A few weeks later she
had them fired. Now she almost never mentions Father's name and is unwilling to affirm even the most
basic of his teachings.
We should be so grateful that this couple did not simply walk away after being fired, but were
willing to stand in their position, even when the foundation that True Father wanted them to have was
stolen away. As we approach God's Day and the celebration of True Father's 100th birthday, let us empty
ourselves and lift up God, True Father and be proud of the couple he loved, trusted and anointed! Then
God's grace will be able to come down on this earth.
*********
Sex and Culture by J. D. Unwin, 1934

reviewed by Stephen Stacey
Sex and Culture by J.D. Unwin is a study in the core reasons for the rise and fall of civilizations. The
amount of positive energy for growth which a culture displays is directly proportional to the intensity of
pre-marital abstinence and postmaritalfidelity that a culture displays. Just as a decrease of sexual opportunity produces a cultural advance, so an
increase in sexual opportunity results in a cultural decline.
(Read rest of Sex and Culture review)
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SEX AND CULTURE BY J. D. UNWIN, 1934.
A study in the core reasons for the rise and fall of
civilisations
I summarized some of Unwin’s main findings
from the last chapter of his book – just for ease of
access.
You can read the whole book by downloading it
from here. archive,org/details/b20442580
The amount of positive energy for growth which a
culture displays is directly proportional to the
intensity of pre-marital abstinence and postmarital-fidelity that a culture displays. Just as a
decrease of sexual opportunity produces a cultural
advance, so an increase in sexual opportunity
results in a cultural decline. There are 4 types of
post marital-culture.
Modified monogamous and modified polygamous
cultures (modified = they allowed for divorce).
The cultures that adopted either of these traditions
ultimately declined as all sexual norms were
negatively affected by allowing for divorce.
Any culture that adopted a tradition of absolute,
no divorce, polygamy – preserved but did not
increase its tradition. It finds it hard to adopt new ideas; it remains content with its old institutions.
Any culture that adopted a tradition of absolute, no divorce, monogamy – created energy that was
transferred into growing and expanding that culture. In the first few generations that energy was
transferred into expanding that culture into other lands. After three generations, a rapid development of
new ideas always started to be displayed in both the science and the arts. An advanced civilization is
being born. All the great civilizations – the Greek, the Roman, the Sumerian, the Babylonian, the
Teutonic, the Anglo-Saxon, the Protestant British – ALL started from the exact same foundation – the
expectation of both absolute monogamy and chastity before marriage. All these cultures then went
through the process of relaxing their sexual norms – and then went into terminal decay. In the history of
man there is no example of a society displaying great energy for any appreciable period unless it has
been absolutely monogamous. Moreover, all absolutely monogamous societies automatically end up
displaying great energy. A culture can have different groups who display different sexual norms.
Ultimately, though, a culture becomes dominated by the group that displays the greatest energy – the
group that displays the most control over its sexual passions.

No society can display productive social energy unless a new generation inherits a social system under
which sexual opportunity is reduced to a minimum.
The only societies that could encourage young men and women to be abstinent before marriage were
deistic cultures (as opposed to manistic ancestor worship cultures, and zoistic, we are at the mercy of
nature, cultures). If a society permits pre-nuptial sexual freedom, or insists only on an irregular or
occasional self-control, it automatically becomes zoistic or manistic in nature.
It has always been the case that it is impossible to maintain a high level of marital fidelity if a culture
permits sexual freedom before marriage.
Throughout history, the process of creating absolute monogamous cultures – cultures that grew and
flourished and become major civilizations – was always dependent on the subjugation of women’s rights
(e.g.; property rights, inheritance rights, etc). As the cultures grew and become more refined and cultured,
the awareness of the disadvantaged state of married women also grew. This compelled a demand for more
rights for women, and with more rights there also came the demand for divorce and also increased levels
of sexual promiscuity, and the ultimate decay of these cultures – and often to many appalling outcomes
especially for growing numbers of men, women and children. Human societies have never been seen to
overcome this paradox – we have never been able to create a society whereby both men and women are
respected as equals and at the same time – been able to create the environment where pre-marital
abstinence and post-marital fidelity became the expected social norm. The culture that could achieve this
fine balance would unleash incredible social forces that would benefit men, women and children and
become a culture that blossoms on into the future.
The book Sex and Culture is available online: archive,org/details/b20442580
Another resource: The Lost Sex Study

